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CHAPTER I 
THE RECOVERY OF PHRONESIS: SOME INTRODUCTORY ISSUES 
Charles W. Allen
	
	"The recovery of phronesis" is a rubric I shall be using as a unifying strand in a much broader and open‑ended project.  Briefly stated, that project is an exploration of new possibilities and demands for a close linkage among the principle concerns of fundamental, confessional, and political theology.      The following will serve as working understandings of the distinctive concerns of fundamental, confessional, and political theology: fundamental theology's primary task is to offer and assess arguments about the cognitive status of theological claims.  A confessional theologian, on the other hand, is mainly concerned with assessing theological claims according to her confessional stance.  Such a stance does not always involve subscribing to an official confession‑-something my confessional heritage only barely tolerates‑-but for theologians who are Christians it wwill always involve the praxis of confessing Jesus as the Christ in response to others' testimony to that effect.  Apart from such a confession, this type of confessional thinker holds, whatever else we may say or believe about God, reality, etc. is, by comparison, unhelpfully abstract and becomes fully helpful only in its relatively singular actualization provided by confessional praxis.  See Paul Ricoeur, Essays on Biblical Interpretation, ed. Lewis S. Mudge (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980), "The Hermeneutics of Testimony," pp. 119-154.  (I am indebted to Eric Crump particularly for encouraging me to keep the confessional character of my theological orientation firmly in view.)  Political theology's primary task is more or less critically to inform and encourage an authentic, liberating praxis appropriate both to its confessing community and to the variety of (often oppressive) political contexts in which that community finds itself.   As an initial step in such a broadly conceived project, I shall try to show how fundamental theology is already a practical, confessionally and politically engaged enterprise and why it ought not to pretend otherwise.  If this attempt succeeds, then the stage will be set for further practical tasks.
	The recovery of phronesis has been (implicitly or explicitly) a central theme in several recent discussions in philosophy, social theory, and theology alike.  But before explaining what I mean by this admittedly esoteric-sounding phrase (a Greek term usually translated as "practical wisdom") I should say a word or two about how I became interested in the subject.  I should begin by confessing that I am an unabashedly confessional theologian‑-I believe as I do because of certain pivotal events which radically re-shaped an already mildly religious (if partly rationalistic) upbringing.  These events, as I have come to regard them, are not just causes or motives for believing as I do, but instead provide some of the most decisive reasons for so believing.  Unlike more "fideistic" confessionalists, though, I have remained dissatisfied with calling these pivotal events reasons without undertaking an account of reason in general in which such events could play as decisive a role as they have in my case.  Can there indeed be reasons which, while shareable in some fashion with anyone, cannot be captured by types of argument in which the image of the wholly disengaged spectator reigns supreme?  And, if there can be such reasons, how should they be related to more disinterested, abstract ways of reasoning, or to differing but equally "confessional" ways of reasoning‑-or is the attempt to conceive their relationship pointless after all?  Would such an attempt break down, come to seem trivial, or turn oppressive before "the insurrection of subjugated knowledges"?      See Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-1977 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980), p. 81.  For a theological (and equally, if differently, confessional) construal of this theme, see Sharon D. Welch, Communities of Resistance and Solidarity (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1985).    The preceding questions are of course already familiar to many.  But in following the recent discussions on phronesis it has seemed possible to address these questions fruitfully from yet another angle.  
	It is important to bring up my confessional starting point here because the immediately following discussion may sometimes give the impression that I begin from somewhere outside the standpoint of a Christian theologian.  Instead, however, I refuse to begin from anywhere else, and only hope this does not encourage me to ride roughshod over professedly non-theological or non-religious standpoints.  Much of my intellectual conversation most recently has indeed been with thinkers who are not theologians, but even in this case the provocation for that detour originated in my earlier encounters with fundamental theology.  Since around 1978 when I first came across it, I have been intrigued, perplexed but sometimes impressed by the particular strategy in fundamental theology known as "transcendental method."      By "transcendental method" I mean to cover a variety of transcendental "moves," philosophical, theological and rhetorical.  In theology its main proponents are Roman Catholic: J. Marechal, E. Coreth, B. Lonergan, Karl Rahner, Otto Muck, and David Tracy.  Schubert Ogden is perhaps the most prominent Protestant theologian who is comfortable with the term.  Here is a representative definition: "We call transcendental that form of knowledge and enquiry which ascertains the metaphysical (apodictic) necessity of a proposition and its content . . . by showing that the denial of this proposition implicitly contradicts itself."  Karl Rahner, Dictionary of Theology (New York: Seabury Press, 1981), p. 509.  The following sources offer construals of transcendental method which I have found most helpful: Karl-Otto Apel, "The Problem of Philosophical-Fundamental Grounding in Light of a Transcendental Pragmatic of Language," Man and World 8 (1975):240-275; Rüdiger Bubner, "Is Transcendental Hermeneutics Possible?" in Essays on Explanation and Understanding, ed. Juha Manninen and Raimo Tuomela (Dordecht-Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1976), pp. 59-77; David Burrell, "The Future of Philosophical Theology as Reflective Awareness" in The Future of Philosophical Theology, ed. Robert A. Evans (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1971), pp. 85-112; A. C. Genova, "Good Transcendental Arguments," Kant-Studien 75 (1984):469-495; Stephen Körner, Metaphysics: Its Structure and Function (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 191-193; Paul Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), pp. 42-56.  Bubner's article is particularly helpful in identifying self-referentiality as the essential feature in all transcendental moves.  "To put it paradoxically: A transcendental argument states what it states and says something about itself" (p. 65).  "That knowledge which is called transcendental takes as its object, together with the general conditions of knowledge, the conditions of its own genesis and functioning" (p. 66).  This identifying feature (self-referentiality) permits him to conclude that hermeneutics itself makes a transcendental claim: "The hermeneutic uncovering of the conditions for the possibility of knowledge, in original acts of understanding, must also ground its own insight into such understanding.  What forms the object of investigation in hermeneutics is also the precondition for this investigation" (p. 69).   Such a phrase is bound to arouse confessional suspicions, which it did, and I further suspected that this was a way by which Thomists and process theologians only pretended to have understood Kant and by which they simply dismissed Wittgenstein.  Those suspicions have not died altogether, and maybe they shouldn't, but since then I have learned that, besides there being a number of ways to be confessional, there are also a number of ways to read Kant      See for example Martin Heidegger, Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, trans. James S. Churchill (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1962).  Also see Paul Ricoeur's readings of Kant in Essays on Biblical Interpretation, "Freedom in the Light of Hope," pp. 155-182.  Ricoeur is also, I think, one of the finest examples of a confessional thinker who also has a place for transcendental method.   and that I never really was as much of a Wittgensteinian as I had thought (though of course there are a number of ways to read him, too).      See for example Nicholas F. Gier, Wittgenstein and Phenomenology (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1981).     It now seems to me that some of the crucial moves in transcendental method need a wider appreciation than they have so far gained, although their significance for argumentation has often been misunderstood by critics and defenders alike.  That is often, perhaps, because we do not think enough about the variety of ways argumentation itself can and should influence our response to a given claim.  
	Argumentation and other forms of reason-giving may not very often directly change our simply accepting or rejecting a claim, though in this such moves are hardly negligible in the long run.  More immediately, however, they surely do directly affect our attitudes toward both claim and claimant.  To put the point another way, it seems that argumentation directly affects the degree with which and the manner in which we appropriate a claim.  Any claim which we can make sense of and which we do not forget cannot fail to play some role in the formation of our character, becoming at the very least a remotely possible resource for further character‑forming action.  In that sense we in some degree and in some manner appropriate even those claims we reject, and sometimes we entertain them more seriously--as possible future resources--than we do some claims which we currently accept.  Rhetorically speaking this more immediate effect may be just as important--sometimes more so--as acceptance or rejection, especially when prospects for consensus seem dim.      This seems to be the point of Charles A. Willard's "principle of attention" in Argumentation and the Social Grounds of Knowledge (University, Ala.: University of Alabama Press, 1983), p. 268.  Chaim Perelman makes a similar point by speaking of our "degree of adherence" to a claim (instead of acceptance/rejection) in Perleman, The Realm of Rhetoric (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1982), p. 9.    Robin Lovin makes a similar point in a way that seems promising when he links the idea of a "public covenant" to the recovery of the "open question"‑‑a question that can't be relegated to the "private" realm but can't be resolved contractarian‑style by taking a vote, either.      Robin Lovin, ed., Religion and American Public Life (New York: Paulist Press, 1986), pp. 141-144.   Social contracts may be necessary for deciding the minimal necessary conditions for living together in a pluralistic society, but their procedures are most unhelpful once questions about more‑than‑minimal conditions are raised.  For the latter sort of question Lovin suggests we need more open-ended processes and forums for engaging one another.  Perhaps the actual role of transcendental method in argumentation is similar to the role Lovin ascribes to publicly discussing norms for human fulfillment‑‑the purpose is not to end discussion but to begin it, to keep it going and to expand its scope and subject matter.  And, like the primary impact Lovin suggests such a public discussion would have, transcendental reflection's primary impact might not be so much on the formation of public policy but on the formation of individuals' character‑-and on the formation of corresponding communities which do publicly settle these questions for themselves, however provisionally, while keeping one foot in the wider and more vexing discussion.  
	Because of the complex ways in which reason-giving seems to foster both consensus and dissensus among groups of people, I find it helpful to explore moves typical of transcendental method in light of their rhetorical and political dimensions.  These practical      Rhetoric and politics are here understood as two inseparable aspects of human interaction (the practical).  In the sense I am using it the practical always includes moral issues and cannot be narrowed to the instrumental sense it more often takes in current usage.  Rhetoric, as I am using it, involves all communicative aspects of such interaction which aim to be persuasive under actual conditions of assessment (as opposed to conditions of assessment, however ideal, which could never be actualized.  That the rhetorical is inseparable from the political is a long-established classification (Aristotle, EN I.2) which finds further support in Anthony Giddens' structuration theory.  Giddens identifies four structural features which he claims are universally implicated (i.e., drawn upon and transformatively reproduced) in human interaction: signification, authoritative domination, allocative domination and legitimation.  Institutionally speaking these features each correspond, respectively, to symbolic, political, economic and legal aspects of social and system integration, and none of them is ever absent from any instance of human interaction even where one aspect is dominant.  Anthony Giddens, A Contemporary Critique of Historical Materialism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981), pp. 46-47.  Thus we can never adequately understand any one of these features or their institutional expressions without understanding and accounting for the other three.  John B. Thompson, a former student of Giddens, admirably summarizes the linkage I am claiming here: "Speaking a language is a way of acting, emphasized Austin and others; what they forgot to add is that ways of acting are infused with forms of power.  The utterance of the simplest expression is an intervention in the world, more or less effective, more or less endowed with institutional authority . . . 'One seeks not only to be understood' [writes Pierre Bourdieu], 'but also to be believed, obeyed, respected, distinguished'."  John B. Thompson, Studies in the Theory of Ideology (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), p. 131.  The understanding of rhetoric offered here also finds some support in the following sources, along with those mentioned in note 6: Robert J. Connors, et al., eds., Essays on Classical Rhetoric and Modern Discourse (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1984); Pre/Text, "Ricoeur and Rhetoric" (special issue) 4 (1983).   dimensions, I suggest, are precisely what both critics and defenders of transcendental method too often overlook.  In any case, it was with that hunch in mind that I began looking to the recent variety of practical turns in philosophical discussions on both sides of the Atlantic.
	Practical turns in Western philosophy stem in most cases stem from Nineteenth Century reactions to Kant and Hegel.      "[To oversimplify,] in the world of so-called industrial society there are exactly three philosophies that really function . . . [that] mediate between theory and practice in life.  These philosophies are Marxism, Existentialism and Pragmatism.  These share in this function simply because they were the first to have taken up as a topic of thought the great problem of humanity thrust into an unfinished world . . . Each in its own way has recognized that . . . philosophy cannot be self-contained  . . . The unity of their point of departure . . . can be understood historically as a response to Kant's primacy of practical reason and to Hegel's completion of theoretical metaphysics as the metaphysics of history."  Karl-Otto Apel, Charles S. Peirce: From Pragmatism to Pragmaticism (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1981), p. 1.    It was Kant, after all who insisted on the primacy of practical reason.  Where these older philosophical traditions have not simply continued to develop, however, many of their themes have, somewhat surprisingly, resurfaced lately, and now, though a philosopher may retain deep suspicions about the jargon of hermeneutics, critical theory, new-wave pragmatism and the new rhetoric, she can hardly avoid colleagues and students whose conversations are thoroughly permeated by one or more of these vocabularies.  I certainly don't want to sound as if this most recent variety of practical turns can be harmonized without some degree of interpretive tampering.  Nevertheless, in each of the movements I have mentioned there are prominent voices calling, in effect if not explicitly, for a recovery and greater emphasis on what Aristotle called phronesis. 

Phronesis: Some Definitions
	What, then, do I mean by phronesis?  And why do I keep using the Greek instead of some of its English renderings‑-political judgment, prudence, practical wissdom and the like?  I shall continue to use the Greek term (even while only sporadically glancing at Aristotle's account) because most of its English equivalents have simply become too domesticated, assigning phronesis a second-class, sometimes wholly instrumental, status.  Richard Bernstein suggests that a deep irony here is that it was Aristotle himself who sowed the seeds for the denigration of practical philosophy.  In the tenth book of the Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle concludes, somewhat surprisingly, that "praxis in morals and politics is only second best to the highest form of activity, theoria, [the contemplation of eternal truths]."      Richard Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983),  pp. 47-48.    Such a contrast encouraged a prejudice which, especially after Descartes' influence, still exacts its toll in modern thought.  "It has become a well-entrenched dogma of modern thought that only after we resolve the 'hard' issues of epistemology and come to grips with scientific knowledge can we turn to the 'softer' and 'fuzzier' concerns of moral, social, and political philosophy."      Ibid., pp. 47-48.    That is precisely the kind of interpretation of phronesis which I, along with other recoverers, hope to subvert, and one minor way of doing this is to use the same word from this tradition that sowed the seeds of its own denigration.  By leaving us a word fraught with academic mystique (in contrast to its English renderings) the tradition thus helps us to counter its ironic effect on our present culture.
	As for what I mean by phronesis, it is probably better not to hold out for a single, polished definition of the term.  We'll understand better what phronesis is by approaching it through clusters of terms and definitions.	
	Martin Ostwald (a translator of Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics) provides the following entry in his glossary:
	    Phronesis and sophia may both be translated as "wisdom," and are normally used as synonyms in the dialogues of Plato.  But Aristotle, in working toward a more precise terminology, prefers to distinguish them.  His usage takes account of the fact that phronesis tends to imply wisdom in action, and hence a moral intelligence, PRACTICAL WISDOM, while sophia originally indicated technical competence and artistic skill (e.g., in poetry or handicraft), but came to be used for scientific competence and theoretical wisdom. . . .      Martin Ostwald, Glossary to Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1962), p. 312.  
David Tracy defines phronesis more briefly as "prudent understanding of variable situations with a view as to what is to be done."      David Tracy, "Foundations of Practical Theology," in Practical Theology, ed. Don S. Browning (New York: Harper and Row, 1983), p. 73.     This is so close to what Stephen Toulmin means by rationality in general that I'll include one of his remarks as, in effect, another definition of phronesis.
	The tasks of our rational enterprises . . . are not to be defined as a matter of (e.g.) "doing what scientists normally do."  They are a matter of doing what there is to be done; and that is something we can only discover for ourselves gradually, in the light of experience, as we go along.      Stephen E. Toulmin, Human Understanding, vol. 1 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1972), p. 485.  
For Toulmin, in other words, to be rational is to be "phronetic."  David Couzens Hoy (writing on Hans-Georg Gadamer) offers a more detailed and suggestive account.
	    Phronesis (practical wisdom) combines the generality of reflection on principles with the particularity of perception into a given situation.  It is distinguished from theoretical knowing (episteme) in that it is concerned, not with something universal and eternally the same, but with something particular and changeable.  It requires experience as well as knowledge.  In this sense it is like the knowledge of a craftsman [sic] (techne), except that people do not have control over themselves and their destiny the way artisans have control over their product.  Furthermore, practical wisdom differs from techne in that "while making has an end other than itself, action cannot; for good action itself is its end" (1140b 6). . . . The phenomenon of practical wisdom shows that in understanding in general, thought and action . . . are not completely separate moments but are dialectically united in the very act of understanding.      David Couzens Hoy, The Critical Circle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), pp. 58-59.  
Equally suggestive is Ronald Beiner's discussion of political judgment (which he links explicitly with phronesis).
	Judgment is a form of mental activity that is not bound to rules, is not subject to explicit specification of its mode of operation (unlike methodical rationality), and comes into play beyond the confines of rule-governed intelligence.  At the same time, judgment is not without rule or reason, but rather, must strive for general validity . . . In this way political reason is liberated, and the common citizen can once again reappropriate the right of political responsibility and decision-making that had been monopolized by experts.      Ronald Beiner, Political Judgment (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), p. 2.  
I shall offer the following definition:
	Phronesis is the historically bounded, communally nurtured capacity to construe what is reasonable and right in relatively singular contexts, where general, formal, and systematic expertise is, when conceived only as such, insufficient, even where necessary.  It is the capacity to make good sense of variations as variations.
What all these definitions hold loosely in common (and I do mean loosely) are three crucial features: 1) Phronesis is situated or bounded in a variety of ways (historically, communally, naturally, etc.).  2) It is a capacity to understand variations from any scheme of classification without first inventing a new classification for them (in which case they would no longer be variations); that is not to rule out the legitimacy of seeking new schemes of classification, but to insist that understanding is possible before such schemes are found, without which we'd never know whether or not we had, indeed, found a better scheme.  3) It is concerned with the moral demands these variations present‑-not just with finding the best means to reach unquestioned ends, but with critically assessing the moral goodness of the ends themselves in terms of those varying demands.  It is the presence or absence of this third feature which, for Aristotle, distinguished phronesis from sheer cleverness.  Any current recovery of phronesis must at least implicitly involve each of these three features, and fortunately most of them explicitly claim to do so.
	An influential retrieval.  In current discussions on phronesis Hans-Georg Gadamer's treatment of the subject in Truth and Method remains, for many, the exemplary treatment.  I have already cited one summary of his position, but in view of the prominence his discussion occupies I shall provide a more detailed overview.  Throughout Truth and Method Gadamer focuses upon enterprises which our present culture passes over as being at best only of marginal relevance to the understanding of understanding (e.g., art, play, prejudice), and in every case he stands present culture on its head to make these enterprises central and constitutive.  He does the same for application (Anwendung).      Richard Bernstein points out that Anwendung may be better translated as "appropriation."  This may help us to understand what Anwendung comes to mean in Gadamer's argument, but we still need to make sense of Gadamer's saying, "We can only apply something that we already possess; but we do not possess moral knowledge in such a way that we already have it and then apply it to specific situations."  See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. Garrett Barding and John Cumming (New York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1975), p. 283.  Gadamer implies that the ordinary usage of Anwendung does involve something we already possess, just as our ordinary use of "application" does.  But "appropriation" ordinarily does not involve something we already possess.  For Bernstein's suggestion see "From Hermeneutics to Praxis," Review of Metaphysics 35 (1982):823.    Far from being something we do only after we understand, application turns out to be the fundamental hermeneutic problem which exists in all understanding, because, it turns out, all understanding is understanding in a different way.      Gadamer, Truth and Method, p. 274.      Understanding itself thus comes to be understood in a different way as does application.
	By the mid-eighteenth century, Gadamer recounts, pietism had introduced application as one of the three separate kinds of subtilitas in hermeneutics, the other two being understanding and interpretation.  The later romantics had the good sense at least to recognize the inner unity of understanding and interpretation, but unfortunately this "led to the third element in the hermeneutical problem, application, becoming wholly cut off from any connection with hermeneutics."      Ibid.     It is in contrast to both the pietists and the romantics, then, that Gadamer considers application to be "as integral a part of the hermeneutical act as are understanding and interpretation."      Ibid., p. 275.    
	Before the pietists it was taken for granted that hermeneutics always involved application, and this is still true, Gadamer acknowledges, of legal and theological hermeneutics.  But since the rise of historical consciousness, he claims, literary and historical studies have detached themselves from what was previously a unifying concern.      Ibid.     Gadamer is fully aware that in proposing a reunification around the same concern (even if in a different way) he is asking something unusual of the self-understanding of modern science, but what wwarrants his request is the convergence of problems outlined in the previous chapters of Truth and Method, as a result of which "hermeneutical theory hitherto falls apart into distinctions that it cannot itself maintain."      Ibid., p. 276.     With those distinctions now rendered untenable there is no reason why the hermeneutics of the human sciences should not be redefined in terms of legal and theological hermeneutics.  So defined, all hermeneutics become "interpretations--which includes application--in the service of what is considered valid."      Ibid., p. 278.   
	Gadamer's turn to Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics at this point is itself a study in "interpretation in the service of what is considered valid."  It certainly includes application's "understanding in a different way," for Aristotle is not explicitly concerned with hermeneutics as such in that work, but with determining reason's proper role in moral action.  But this, Gadamer claims, is precisely what is of interest here, namely, that Aristotle "is concerned with reason and with knowledge, not detached from a being that is becoming, but determined by it and determinative of it."      Ibid.     Aristotle's notion of application, like Gadamer's, is not to be confused with simply relating some pre-given universal to a particular situation, for whatever universality there may be is in great part constituted in its very application.      Ibid., p. 289.   
	Ethics, for Aristotle, falls somewhere between physical laws of nature and lawlessness, for it concerns "human institutions and human attitudes that can be changed and have the quality of rules only to a limited degree."      Ibid., p. 279.     To demand mathematical exactitude of ethics would be impossible and erroneous.  What is needed instead is an outline of phenomena that "helps moral consciousness to attain clarity concerning itself" without usurping the latter's place.      Ibid.     The universality aimed at here is an attitude preserved in various situations and proved through right behavior, yet one which allows knowledge to be determined by its "object."      Ibid., p. 280.  See also p. 107 on mobile and relative criteria.     Moral being, however, is so directly affected by its object that its knowledge cannot be objective in the sense of episteme (knowledge of what is unchangeable which, on the model of mathematics, can be proved and learned by anyone).  Moral being "is concerned with what is not always the same as it is but can also be different," and the knowledge appropriate for this is less concerned with existence than discovering the point at which one has to act (and discerning how to act at that point).      Ibid., p. 280.   
	The knowledge of moral being is called phronesis, and while its contrast with episteme is noteworthy enough, it is equally important to observe its contrast with techne, which is "the skill, the knowledge of the craftsman [sic] who is able to make some specific thing."      Ibid., p. 281.     The latter contrast is crucial precisely because both are knowledge of a dynamic kind whose purpose is to determine and guide action.  Both, that is, include an element of application.  But while "there is, no doubt, a real analogy" between both types of application, "they are certainly not the same."      Ibid., p. 282.     We do not dispose of ourselves in the same way that a technician disposes of the material with which he or she works.  Making oneself and making something else are not the same, for the former case requires a knowledge of oneself in one's moral being which is distinct from a knowledge that determines the making of something according to a technician's plan (or eidos) and will.  "Aristotle catches this difference in a bold and unique way when he calls this [former] kind of knowledge, self-knowledge, i.e., knowledge for oneself."      Ibid.     There is still a sense, however, in which the "objects" of both phronesis and techne are analogous insofar as both are defined ontologically "not as something general that is always as it is, but as something individual that can also be different."      Ibid.     Techne also in some sense involves knowing "something good" and knowing it "for oneself," while phronesis involves knowing in general what is right as well as "seeing what is right within the situations and laying hold of it," and its action "must be governed just as carefully" as that of techne.      Ibid., pp. 282-283.     How, then, is phronesis, "despite this, a knowledge of a quite different kind?"      Ibid., p. 283.   
	In answer to this question Gadamer finds "a whole variety of points" that emerge from Aristotle's analysis of phronesis: 1) With techne we have such options as learning, forgetting, acquiring, passing over, and (no doubt) initiating and halting, but with phronesis "we are always already in the situation of having to act . . . and hence must already possess and be able to apply moral knowledge."      Ibid.     Here we glimpse again just how differently "application" (as well as "possession") is to be understood.  "For we can only apply something that we already possess; but we do not possess moral knowledge in such a way that we already have it and then apply it to specific situations."      Ibid.     We do indeed possess certain heuristic ideas (eidoi) or images of what we ought to be, but these function differently from those of the technician.  "What is right, for example, cannot be fully determined independently of the situation that requires a right action from me, whereas the eidos of what a craftsman desires to make is fully determined by the use for which it is intended."      Ibid.     When a technician has to adapt an eidos to a situation it amounts to an imperfection, but when moral eidoi are adapted they are actually improved (as in the relationship between justice and equity).      Ibid., p. 284.     What seems to make a decisive difference here is the critical function Aristotle assigns to natural law, which concerns "things that do not admit of regulation simply by human convention, because 'the nature of the thing' constantly asserts itself."      Ibid., p. 285.     Because "the nature of the thing still allows an area of mobility" (except for the gods), Aristotle's natural law cannot be invoked dogmatically to legitimate particular laws.      Ibid.     Its function remains critical, for the nature of the thing allows the derivation only of "schemata" which do not yield knowledge that can be taught but must always be "made concrete in the situation of the person acting."      Ibid., p. 286.     Nevertheless, the nature of the thing "is always itself determined" by these schemata (or eidoi or virtues) "in each case by the use that moral consciousness makes of them."      Ibid.   
	2) Phronesis cannot be techne because a) it is about both means and ends (which explains the uncertainty of Aristotle's definitions‑-or so Gadamer believes), and b) neither meaans nor ends are adequately known in advance of the immediacy of the given situation.      Ibid., pp. 286-287.     Knowledge of the particular situation is the final catalyst, and such knowledge must simply be "perceived," which is not a matter of sense-perception but of nous.  "Moral knowledge must be a kind of experience, and in fact we shall see that this is perhaps the fundamental form of experience, compared with which all other experience represents a denaturing."      Ibid., p. 288.   
	3) Aristotle's modifications of the self-knowledge of moral reflection (understanding, insight, and fellow feeling‑-or sunesis, gnome, and suggnome) disallow any interpretation in terms of techne.  But Aristotle's contrast between phronesis and the cleverness of the deinos is perhaps more revealing here.  The deinos "has all the natural prerequisites and gifts for this moral knowledge" but "he exercises his gifts without being led in any way by moral being," and this is what makes him "terrible."      Ibid., p. 289.    		 Aristotle's analysis of phronesis becomes yet another model, perhaps the most decisive one, for the dialectic of timelessness and temporality      See ibid., p. 108.    that has been the central theme under various guises throughout Gadamer's work.  Application now becomes the focal point of this dialectic, enabling Gadamer to link the hermeneutics of the human sciences more closely with legal and theological hermeneutics, thereby retrieving the former unity of hermeneutics.      Ibid., pp. 289-293.     More significantly, however, Gadamer's focus on application finally leads the hermeneute to new and radical forms of political engagement, a point which Truth and Method fails to emphasize sufficiently, but which others have seized and pressed home.      I have in mind particularly Richard Bernstein's reading of Gadamer in "From Hermeneutics to Praxis."   
Recovering Phronesis
with a New Emphasis
	As I have mentioned, the current discussions not only call for a recovery of phronesis, but also tend to assign it a much more prominent role than it would ordinarily be assigned by traditional Aristotelians or more recent epistemologists.  Just how prominent its role should be is a more divisive issue, as is the related issue of how it stands in relation to more formalized, methodical expertise, but it is generally agreed that its role has too often been downplayed or overlooked.  A major reason, no doubt, for this shift in prominence is the rise of historical consciousness and its infiltration of practically every established area of inquiry.  In philosophy, as well as in other areas, attention has increasingly turned to the undeniable fact that even our most basic, supposedly most transcendent      The most recent candidate for a "transcendent" standard of rationality has been an interpretation's adequacy to experience.  But a number of thinkers have offered fairly convincing arguments against any notion of a human experience which is not also itself a further interpretation.  See Wilfred Sellars, Science, Perception and Reality (New York: The Humanities Press, 1963), pp. 127-196; Richard Rorty, Consequences of Pragmatism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1982).  No one for whom these arguments are convincing can continue to regard adequacy to experience as the final or most decisive criterion.  What is less clear is whether or to what extent it can function more heuristically as, e.g., striking an appropriate balance between more and less restrained construals. Nor is it always clear whether a thinker appealing to experience means anything more immodest than the reformulation I have just suggested.  That may depend on what move is being made in an ongoing process of argumentation, e.g., whether the appeal is made in order to end further discussion or to sustain it. standards of rationality, because they're still ours, are subject to historical conditioning, if not in all aspects      My use of the word "aspect" here can easily become an evasive strategy.  That is, it becomes evasive if used with an appearance of bringing logical rigor to bear on questions which have proved persistently elusive.  Note, for example, how I have used "aspect" in the plural and then proceeded to modify the word with logical quantifiers ("all" and "some").  Does this imply that our standards of rationality are composed of numerous entities (aspects) which can be sorted into different groups--those which are historically conditioned and those which are not?  If it does not imply this then we must either attempt to spell out with logical rigor why this consequence does not follow, as it ordinarily would from the plural and quantified use of a noun, or else we must surrender our pretense of exactitude when using the term.  I of course choose the latter option. I bring all this up because "aspect" (and its near relatives) is a fairly central concept in neoclassical metaphysics, from which I have borrowed other concepts, and will undoubtedly come up in future discussions.  I am partly indebted to R. M. Martin for his questioning of Hartshorne's use of "aspect."  Martin, however, holds fast to the former option--logical exactitude--so much so that even Hartshorne cautions moderation.  See R. M. Martin, "On the Language of Theology: Hartshorne and Quine," Existence and Actuality: Conversations with Charles Hartshorne, ed. John B. Cobb and Franklin I. Gamwell (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), pp. 72-73.  I regard "aspect" as an instance of an ontological metaphor. See George Lakoff and Mark Johnson in Metaphors We Live By (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), pp. 25-32.   then at the very least in some.  Combined with a recognition of this fact is a growing suspicion that many of our efforts at conceptual rigor and precision too easily become ways of avoiding sustained reflection on our apparently inescapable situation.  Our most critical reflection is historically conditioned not only in the sense that those conditions limit what we can reflect on‑-though they surely do that‑-but also in the sense that reflection itself has come to be understood as a form of activity within human history.  Furthermore, we find over and over that the situations within which we actively reflect are too variable to be sufficiently captured by a preestablished formula.  Our very preservation of certain forms of thoughtful activity also requires variation or innovation in order to meet unforeseeable demands.  Now when Aristotle invoked the notion of phronesis, he was contending, as we've seen, that in moral questions there is a kind of intelligibility to be found even with things which can be "other than they are."      Aristotle, EN VI.1.     We historically conscious Westerners have now generally concluded that there are a good many more of those "things" than Aristotle had assumed.  Stephen Toulmin, among others, contends that Aristotle's conclusions about the metaphysical permanence of entities-in-general gained more than a little of their plausibility from his conclusions about the natural world (e.g., the fixity of organic species), and that when our own views about nature change our metaphysical doctrines (if we hold any) cannot remain unaffected.
	As we now understand it, nothing in the empirical world possesses the permanent unchanging identity which all Greek natural philosophers (the Epicureans apart) presupposed in the ultimate elements of nature.  So, if we ourselves are to entertain metaphysical thoughts about the nature of things-in-general consistent with the rest of our late-twentieth-century ideas, we must explore the consequences of the modern, post-Darwinian   . . . approach, as applied not just to species, but to historical entities of all kinds.  Confronted with the question, "How do permanent entities preserve their identity through all their apparent changes?," we must simply deny the validity of the question itself.  In its place we must substitute the question, "How do historical entities maintain their coherence and continuity, despite all the real changes they undergo?"      Stephen E. Toulmin, Human Understanding, p. 356; Cf. Bernard Lonergan, "Aquinas Today: Tradition and Innovation," Journal of Religion (Supplement) 58 (1978):S1-S17; Langdon Gilkey, "Response to Lonergan," ibid., S18-S23.  Toulmin's account of the variety of rational enterprises will be the focus of the next chapter.
Accordingly, Toulmin and others have come to speak even of theoretical knowledge more, if not exclusively, as involving something like a moral commitment to certain procedures of justification, to certain ideals of human flourishing.      See Hilary Putnam, Reason, Truth and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981); Van A. Harvey, The Historian and the Believer (New York: Macmillan Company, 1966).     So it is no surprise that the role of phronesis should thus be increasingly esteemed.  To recover and extend the role of phronesis is to affirm that, because there still is intelligibility to be found here, we need not shirk sustained reflection on and within our human situation even when our best formal training can offer only heuristic guidelines.   
A Pivotal Issue: The Relevance
of Pervasive Considerations [i.e. “universals”—cwa, 1/28/03]
	Of course this raises a number of questions not easily resolved, and in introducing the features I find most crucial to the recovery of  phronesis in our time it may help to focus initially on one small, closely interrelated cluster of questions which have proved particularly divisive among advocates of a practical turn: If our very standards of rationality can, at least in some respects, be "other than they are," we are left wondering if it is still possible (or advisable) to speak of rationality      At the risk of some ambiguity, I am using the terms reason, rationality, sound reasoning, reasonableness and the like more or less interchangeably.  If there should be a distinction between , say, reason and rationality, I do not find it being consistently observed in current discussions. in general terms at all.  Are there, in other words, certain considerations which we may expect any of a variety of enterprises somehow to engage, in order to be called rational?      See Toulmin, Human Understanding, pp. 364-411, for a discussion of the "variety of rational enterprises."     Or are we off on the wrong foot even to ask this question?  If we say such pervasive considerations can be somehow abstracted from the various enterprises presumed rational, we must then face a number of further questions.  How are those considerations related to the more concrete considerations which make a given rational enterprise distinctively what it is?  If, for example, more concrete considerations are found to be in tension (i.e., seemingly neither entirely consistent nor entirely inconsistent) with their more abstract counterparts, should we, in the name of reason, always view this tension as, at best, excusable, or is the tension itself at least sometimes the fruition of concrete reasonableness?  And if we grant that more abstract and more concrete considerations in an enterprise are each a necessary but not sufficient condition of sound reasoning, how do they balance out when taken together?  Questions such as these prove useful in sorting out and understanding some of the sharp differences that prevent me from speaking over-confidently of the various practical turns as if there were much agreement among them on what a practical turn means.  All would perhaps agree that the pervasiveness and relevance of universal, abstract or formal aspects of reasoning can no longer simply be taken for granted.  But they are divided by what they conclude, or at times assume, about the pervasiveness and relevance of those considerations.  As my own questions suggest, the relevance of pervasive considerations, and that of abstractions in general, can be construed in a variety of ways, and it seems that what we conclude about their pervasiveness is profoundly influenced by the kind of relevance we expect them to have.  So the two issues cannot be decided separately.  My own hunch is that the pervasiveness of these considerations is often questioned because only a narrow range of possibilities for conceiving their relevance is taken seriously into account.  To put it more ironically, we could say that some of the most enthusiastic advocates of a recovery of phronesis can be positively non-phronetic in their assessments of the relevance of certain pervasive considerations, particularly insofar as they are abstract.      It may be misleading simply to equate pervasive considerations with abstractions or with a certain class of abstractions.  But I think it safe to presume that such considerations are always abstract in some respects, so that their relevance rests largely on the relevance we assign to abstractions in general. 
	Here are two examples which show how sharp the divergence can be over the consequences of a practical turn.  At one extreme critical theorists Karl-Otto Apel and Jürgen Habermas insist that certain ideals of undistorted communication are presupposed, if only counter-factually, in any assertion, and they claim this can be shown by means of a transcendental or universal pragmatics.      For transcendental pragmatics see Karl-Otto Apel, "Problem," and also his Towards a Transformation of Philosophy (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980).  Habermas prefers to speak of universal pragmatics, understood as a reconstructive scientific theory similar to those of Piaget, Kohlberg and Chomsky.  See Jürgen Habermas, Communication and the Evolution of Society, trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1979).    Discourse is rationally grounded insofar as it approximates the ideal speech situation, no matter  what the subject matter of that discourse might be.  This sounds at first almost wholly formal, but it must be remembered that argumentation within that ideal situation need not and probably would not follow preconceived formulas algorithmically.      Habermas explicitly recognizes the value of Toulmin's "substantive arguments."  See Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1975), p. 107, and The Theory of Communicative Action, trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1984),         pp. 22ff.    Furthermore, what is being idealized here is an explicitly rhetorical situation, one that does not permit a separation of subject matters from the argumentation of subjects.  "Pragmatics" is thus as crucial a term as "transcendental" or "universal" for describing their enterprise.  Nevertheless, to turn to the other extreme, new-wave pragmatist Richard Rorty regards even a pragmatic rendering of the transcendental turn as just another lingering symptom of philosophical bad faith, an attempt to find a way of speaking "which will be more than just a way of speaking."      Richard Rorty, "Mind as Ineffable," in Mind in Nature, ed. Richard Elvee (New York: Harper and Row, 1982), p. 88.   He does indeed applaud the ideal of undistorted conversation, but not the way Habermas and Apel propose and defend their criteria for what counts as undistorted.  "Here," Rorty says, "Habermas goes transcendental and offers principles.  The pragmatist, however, must remain ethnocentric and offer examples."      Rorty, Consequences of Pragmatism, p. 173.  Such examples, he insists, are anything but illustrations of necessary truths otherwise known.  "The pragmatist knows no better way to explain his convictions than to remind his interlocutor of the position they both are in, the contingent starting points they both share, the floating, ungrounded conversations of which they are both members."      Ibid., pp. 173-174.    Now Rorty admits that the position we Westerners are all in does, of course, include hankerings after ways of speaking that are more than just another way of speaking.  Those hankerings may thus appear, somewhat startlingly, in our very attempts to escape them‑-that is the case with most obsessions.      Ibid. Because he is convinced these hankerings are obsessive, Rorty is willing to admit they will crop up even in our attempts to escape them.  If a critic pounces on this with a charge of performative self-contradiction, he would reply that the charge isn't really wrong so much as it is in bad taste--as if he didn't know what he was doing.  See Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979), pp. 371-372.   Nevertheless, Rorty believes and hopes that if we all became pragmatists those hankerings would eventually wither away without our resorting to counter-arguments which would only perpetuate them;      See Rorty, Consequences of Pragmatism, pp. 97-98.  after that, he also hopes, we could still have "an ungrounded but vital sense of human solidarity."      Ibid., p.208.   But that is just a hope, for which we should not attempt to find reasons in pervasive structures (or any other features) of human or non-human reality.  Rorty, in other words, regards any concern about such universals as inherently obsessive and wants us to outgrow the concern without in turn becoming obsessed with outgrowing it.
	In light of my earlier questions, we can say that Apel and Habermas claim that there are indeed certain considerations which we may expect any of a variety of rational enterprises somehow to engage, while Rorty claims that even to ask if there are such is to start off on the wrong foot.  We gain no help in being rational, he says, by thinking about rationality with a capital "R."      Ibid., p. xv.   This means that my own project would be every bit as suspect, in Rorty's eyes, as Apel's and Habermas's.  I think he is wrong about this, partly for the reason I suggested earlier:  The point of having an overall notion of rationality is questioned because only a narrow range of possibilities is taken seriously into account for conceiving such a notion's relevance to the contingent starting points we all share.  Similarly, though I have sympathies with the aims and procedures of transcendental pragmatics, it does seem that Apel and Habermas set themselves up for Rorty's dismissal because they pay so little attention to the same issues of relevance.      What I mean here is that, for Apel and Habermas, when more concrete demands are in tension with their more abstract counterparts (in this case the ideal speech situation), the tension seems to be regarded as, at best, excusable and never as a fruitful tension which fulfills the purposes of its more abstract principles.  See Apel, Transformation, pp. 279-285.  In particular, as Anthony Giddens points out, by conceiving the ideal speech situation as requiring the complete absence of domination they idealize a situation in which speech-acts could never occur.  According to Charles Davis, this tendency to regard power as essentially distorting leads them to undervalue the cumulative weight of tradition and its precedents (or classics).  A related point is that there seems to be a "prejudice in favor of symmetry"--to borrow a phrase from Hartshorne--which encourages Apel and Habermas to overlook the essential asymmetry characterizing even the most perfect interaction in which possibilities are in some respects irrevocably actualized (what Giddens means by power as an ability to make a difference).  This seems to be a point supported not only by Hartshorne (implicitly) but also, in vastly different ways, by Marco Olivetti and Rüdiger Bittner in their explicit critiques of Apel.  A final reservation about Apel and Habermas is that in their critiques of Parsons' functionalism and Luhmann's systems theory they concede too much and actually take on board many elements which ought to be challenged.  See Giddens, The Constitution of Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), pp. 14-15, 31-32; Profiles and Critiques in Social Theory (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), pp. 100-106; Charles Davis, Theology and Political Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), pp. 95-103; Charles Hartshorne, "The Prejudice in Favour of Symmetry," Creative Synthesis and Philosophic Method (Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1983), pp. 205-226; Marco Olivetti, "Phenomenology and Analytic Philosophy: Issues in Philosophy of Religion," paper presented at the research conference on Continental and Anglo-American philosophy, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., May 12, 1984, p. 21; Rüdiger Bittner, "'Rational Communication' (Comments on Apel's Paper)," paper presented at the research conference on Continental and Anglo-American philosophy, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., May 12, 1984, pp. 8-9.   Transcendental method itself can easily be construed rhetorically as an engaging way of reminding our interlocutors and ourselves of what we now must continually make of one another and of the contingent starting points we all share in order still to consider ourselves interlocutors (instead of, say, inquisitors).      See Körner, Metaphysics, pp. 191-193, for an interpretation of transcendental method as "non-sophistic rhetoric."  Several comments are in order here.  First, I have not overlooked the necessity claimed in transcendental reflection, though I think the word "must" better captures the more substantive kind of necessity appropriate here, fusing, as it seems to do, both a descriptive and a prescriptive aspect--an "always already" and a "not yet" See Putnam, Reason, Truth and History, p. 119, and Paul Ricoeur, Political and Social Essays (Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1974), pp. 243-270.  Second, while it would be self-refuting to say, "This is what we must continue to make of one another and our situations, but only for now," it is both possible and necessary to say "We can only claim that this is what we now must continue to make of one another and our situations."  The differences between these two statements may seem slight, but they are crucial, especially since it is easy but erroneous to assume that the latter implies the former.  It does not.  Third, I do not confine the scope of transcendental pragmatics to norms for communication but link these to views of human nature (what we now must continue to make of one another) and of reality (what we now must continue to make of the contingent starting points, understood most inclusively, which we all share)--cf. Putnam, ibid., p. 215.  I regard the formula, "what we now must continue to make of . . .," as inclusive enough to capture rhetorically what we mean even by "unconditional necessity" (meaning, not necessity under no conditions, but under any).  For a contingent and fallible individual, we now must continue to claim, even an assertion of unconditional necessity, as an assertion, can only be conditionally necessary.  We'll take a claim to be metaphysical or unconditionally assertible on condition that and according to the manner in which, upon reflective consideration, we continue to find our thinking it assertible under (and about) any conditions (particularly the current conditions of our consideration) to be performatively self-warranting and continue to find our thinking it deniable under (and about) any conditions to be performatively self-contradictory.  Now this will not yield us anything that cannot also be regarded as a way of speaking, but I suggest that it is misleading to follow Rorty in calling this just a way of speaking.  It is misleading because phrases like "just a way of speaking" tend to indicate (at least when we're honest) that the notion thus labeled plays only an incidental role in our lives, that we could easily cast it aside without it still fundamentally shaping our further efforts to get serious.  We don't even describe others' obsessions this way, much less expect them to do so.   Whatever else it may be, it also involves an attempt to lay hold of what we are doing in speaking and acting as we do.      Burrell, "Future," p. 101.  While I like Burrell's formulation here I do not regard transcendental reflection quite so exclusively in terms of linguistic therapy, as he often seems to do.   (Unfortunately, or so it seems, Apel and Habermas usually try to make the procedure look more impressive than this, and thus leave us unimpressed.)
	In contrast to the two extremes I have set up, one of the claims I shall make is that we can better conceive the relevance of an overall notion of rationality to our various enterprises by focusing on how phronesis can arguably be said to mediate between more abstract and more concrete demands of sound and responsible reasoning.  By thus understanding phronesis as the most inclusive label for reason itself (all other "types" of reasoning, so-called, being amplifications of one or another of its constitutive moments) we may legitimately hope, pace Rorty, to give our "craving for generality" something useful to do without turning it into an obsession.  
	In claiming this, of course, I do not wish to pretend that the recovery of phronesis will keep us from being pulled in a number of directions at once on these and other vexing issues.  For example, I shall offer a rhetorical construal of transcendental method, but I have no guarantee that it will prove worth the effort.  It may be such a drastic reinterpretation that calling it by that label will come to seem dishonest.  Perhaps many of the points I wish to make in connection with that reinterpretation could be more easily made by dropping the language of transcendental method altogether.  This would undoubtedly be the verdict of some thinkers with whom I feel some kinship.  Others, with whom I also feel kinship (and who seem as aware of the practical tasks of sound reasoning as anyone), would insist that I could have made even stronger claims than I am presently willing to make.  I might very easily have followed one or the other of these groups more closely than I have and can hardly defend the course I have, in fact, followed with a sense that all is lost for Reason if I am proved wrong.  I do have to come down somewhere on this issue, but that does not mean I am entirely satisfied with where I came down or that I would be any more satisfied with coming down where any of these other kindred spirits have.
	Hilary Putnam's reversals: an aside.  Hilary Putnam exemplifies something like the vexation I am referring to in an essay on whether there are any absolutely a priori truths, and it might be helpful to follow the series of reversals he undergoes before launching into the portrayal of reason-in-general I shall propose.  Putnam's question is at least a version of the one being explored in this section‑-the relevance of pervasive considerations to highly variable conditions of assessment.  It may be somewhat instructive to follow how he finally arrives at his final position, but the focus here will be as much on the spirit with which he finally does arrive there as it will be on where he arrives.  
	He begins his discussion by explaining that in a previous article he had defended a "moderate Quinean position" according to which no truths need be considered absolutely a priori.      Hilary Putnam, Realism and Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 98.  This conclusion was based on an induction from the history of science and was not itself a priori, in which case it would have been self-refuting.     This was not a denial that certain truths have a special status which has been taken for "apriority."  But according to the earlier position this status could be accounted for in terms of "contextual apriority: apriority relative to the body of knowledge."      Ibid., p. 99.    (A typical example of contextually a priori truth, if some glossing-over is permitted, is Euclidean geometry as a theory of actual space.)  What the moderate Quinean position denies is that there are any absolutely a priori truths guaranteed to survive whatever changes our canons of rationality might eventually undergo.  In the first section of his present discussion Putnam announces that he has become dissatisfied with this position.  He does still maintain that there is such a status as contextual apriority and that this has sometimes been mistaken for absolute apriority, but he is no longer convinced that all cases of apparant apriority can be accounted for in this manner.  For example, what he labels "the minimal principle of contradiction" ("not every statement is both true and false") seems to him on further reflection to be absolutely a priori.      Ibid., p. 101.  Putnam chooses a weak principle of contradiction because he allows that such phrases as "the electron is a particle" (or "the electron is a wave") might be both true and false.    Denying it would hardly involve the sort of shift involved in denying certain axioms of Euclidean geometry, which was justified by accepting a new "surrounding theory" (i.e., the General Theory of Relativity).  With the minimal principal of contradiction the only surrounding theory which would permit us to accept its denial (i.e., "every statement is both true and false") would be "the theory which consists of every statement and its negation!"      Ibid.  Italics added.    The inconceivability of our ever accepting such a theory, Putnam argues, can hardly be dismissed as resulting simply from the poverty of our assumptions about what is conceivable.
	Whatever we may think the merits of his argument are up to this point, what is noteworthy for present purposes is that precisely here the argument stops and a note is appended indicating yet another shift in Putnam's position.  He explains that the preceding has been a draft of a paper he never finished, because he no longer agrees with its conclusion.  At this stage he seems to have moved back toward a slightly more "moderate" or qualified Quinean position.  He was correct, he now thinks, to argue that there are statements which cannot be revised by negating them outright, but his argument overlooked another way in which even these statements might be revised‑-not by negating them but by challenging conncepts they contain.      Ibid., p. 110.   He believes even the minimal principle of contradiction is revisable in this second sense.
	I think it is right to say that, within our present conceptual scheme, the minimal principle of contradiction is so basic that it cannot significantly be "explained" at all.  But that does not make it an "absolutely a priori truth," in the sense of an absolutely unrevisable truth.  Mathematical intuitionism, for example, represents one proposal for revising even the minimal principle of contradiction: not by saying that it is false, but by denying the applicability of the classical concepts of truth and falsity at all.  Of course, then there would be a new "minimal principle of contradiction": for example, "no statement is both proved and disproved" (where "proof" is taken to be a concept which does not presuppose the classical notion of "truth" by the intuitionists); but this is not the [original] minimal principle of contradiction.      Ibid., p. 111. 
This more chastened position can thus be summarized: "Every statement is subject to revision; but not in every way."      Ibid. 
	All this shows so far is that Putnam thought an earlier position of his was misleading and then decided that it wasn't so misleading after all.  But the discussion does not end here.  Putnam changes his mind once more and decides that the appended retraction was unnecessary.  So another note is appended to the first note‑-a retraction of a retraction of a retractioon!  He now believes he was mistaken to equate giving up the classical notions of truth and falsity with giving up the notions of truth and falsity as such.  Surely, if we went over to intuitionist logic, "we wouldn't view it as giving up the concepts of truth and falsity; rather, we would view it as giving up an incorrect analysis of those notions."      Ibid., p. 112.  Putnam insists that questions of synonymy have little bearing here.   As he more clearly acknowledges elsewhere, this presupposes that "truth" and "falsity" can have a "generic" or "somewhat pretheoretical" sense which philosophical refinements do not supersede.      Ibid., p. 132.  The similarity between this admission and Toulmin's distinction between analytical and topical considerations ought to be obvious.   But even if we should doubt that "truth" and "falsity" can have this pretheoretical sense, there is a related hypothetical statement Putnam had overlooked which, he argues, would still be absolutely unrevisable, namely, "If the classical notions of truth and falsity do not have to be given up, then not every statement is both true and false."      Ibid., p. 113.  Putnam credits Gareth Evans with having reminded him that "In general . . . to say that a statement is revisable, but only in a certain way, is to say that a certain conditional is unrevisable" (ibid.).   We might also avoid explicitly mentioning truth and falsity and simply say that it would never be rational to accept the following rule: "infer every statement from every premise and from every set of premises, including the empty set."      Ibid., p. 130.   The denial of this "absolutely inconsistent rule" would likewise be entitled to the status of absolute apriority.
	These are admittedly fairly trivial truths.  Unlike the stronger classical principle of contradiction ("no statement can be both true and false"), the weaker version and its near relatives require little or no vigilance to observe successfully.  But Putnam is not trying to get us to go back to the old confident way of using apriority, or to the idea of fixed, unchanging canons of rationality.      Ibid., pp. 100, 113.   Nor, he counsels, do we need to become overly concerned with determining just where contextual apriority ends and absolute apriority begins.  "If a statement has the property that we cannot now describe any circumstances under which it would be rational to give it up, that will surely suffice for most purposes of philosophical argument."      Ibid., p. 114.   All his reflections show, at this final point, is that "if it is always dangerous to take on the burden of trying to show that a statement is absolutely a priori, . . . it is not just dangerous but actually wrong to make the quick leap from the fact that it is dangerous to claim that any statement is absolutely a priori to the absolute claim that there are no a priori truths."      Ibid. 
	In defending absolute apriority Putnam does, admittedly, claim more than I find needful to claim for the conclusions transcendental reflection contestably warrants, although I am not inclined to take issue with him over that point.  I do not think the more rhetorical emphasis I wish to defend will mean that we must confine transcendental reflection to apriority which is always to be regarded as merely contextual.  It means rather that, like Putnam, I do not think we need to be overly concerned with determining just where contextual apriority might end and absolute apriority might begin.  Nevertheless, as I have said, the main reason for following Putnam at this point has to do with his exemplifying being pulled in a number of directions on this subject.  This is admitted with admirable frankness, and playfulness, at the beginning of his final retraction (entitled, "Note to supersede (supplement?) the preceding note").
	As I continue to think about these matters, it now seems to me that the preceding note does not do justice to what was right in the original paper.  Rather than simply revise it, I have chosen to supplement the original paper-plus-note-which-I-added-later with yet another note for a metaphilosophical reason: it seems to me . . . that we philosophers are frequently torn in just the fashion that I am torn now between opposing considerations, but we very infrequently show it in print.  What we do is let ourselves be torn in private until we finally "plonk" for one alternative or the other; then the published paper only shows what we plonked for, and not the being torn.  For once, the present paper-plus-potentially-infinite-series-of-notes will show the "being torn."      Ibid., pp. 111-112. 
Putnam thus refuses to smooth over the tensions which have (and apparently still do) beset him in the course of writing his essay.  The form it takes exemplifies how a critical thinker might be genuinely torn between opposing considerations, especially when trying to determine how our inherited standards of critical assessment might (or might not) continue to inform our thoughtful activity once we become as acutely aware as we now are of the extent to which all such activity is historically implicated.  I really do not see how any of us in our present intellectual climate could avoid being torn in much the way Putnam is, and in many respects it seems that the extent to which thinkers are able to heighten our awareness of this becomes a crucial test for how pertinent we should take their contributions to be on this subject.
	The present portrayal.  I can suggest the bare outlines of the portrayal I am proposing by responding once again to the cluster of questions I raised earlier.  Thus, I claim, there is a point to giving an overall account of rationality‑-proposing certain considerations which we must, and therefore may, expect any of a variety of rational enterprises somehow to engage.  And undistorted communication is only one of them.  No less important than the "contingently necessary" affirmation of such considerations, however, is another point, that they are not always best affirmed in strictly formal or univocal language.  Often recourse to more substantive narratives, metaphors, symbols, or some other kind of "tensive"      My use of the word "tensive" here is an attempt to adopt a minimally restrictive label for whatever it is that analogy (in some interpretations), metaphor, symbol, narrative (in some interpretations) and paradox all have in common (if only--need I say it?--"tensively" so).  An expression is used tensively when its usage in certain situations seems neither entirely consistent nor entirely inconsistent with its more established usage on which it partly depends, where we are unable to specify precisely or exhaustively just how its usage here does and does not differ from the latter.  A usage is more established if it must be learned before we can begin to understand its more tensive counterpart.  There is, in other words, a tension (cf. note 87), which we might as well call dialectical, between established usage and the usage in question, what Ricoeur calls "semantic impertinence."  In all tensive language (not just metaphor), "'the same' operates in spite of 'the different'."  Paul Ricoeur, The Rule of Metaphor (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), p. 196.  I hold that some things worth saying can only be said tensively and that tensiveness is far more pervasive in our language than is often realized.  The use of "tension" here is a case in point.  I prefer to speak of tensive language here instead of analogy, metaphor, etc., because I find little consensus on how these supposedly more exact terms are to be distinguished from one another.  Besides those sources already mentioned (cf. also note 51), the following are sources which most directly inform my views on tensive language: Frank Burch Brown, Transfiguration: Poetic Metaphor and the Languages of Religious Belief (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1983)--especially        pp. 44-47; David Burrell, Analogy and Philosophical Language (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973); Christopher Butler, Interpretation, Deconstruction and Ideology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), pp. 19-25; Paul Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, pp. 52-53; idem, Time and Narrative, vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984)--especially pp. ix-xi; idem, "What is Dialectical," in Freedom and Morality, ed. John Bricke (Lawrence: University of Kansas, 1976), pp. 173-189; James Ross, Portraying Analogy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981); Sheldon Sacks, ed., On Metaphor (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979); Janet Martin Soskice, Metaphor and Religious Language (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985); David Tracy, The Analogical Imagination, (New York: Crossroad, 1981), pp. 405-445; John Wisdom, Paradox and Discovery (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1965); idem, Philosophy and Psychoanalysis (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1953).  language is the best way to show their "strange universality."      See Edward Farley on "The Strange Universality of Theological Truth" in Ecclesial Reflection (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1982), pp. 308-319.  Doctrines, Farley claims, must never be simply subsumed under universal ontological structures; rather they mediate tensively between originary religious symbols and ontological structures.  Farley does not say as much about what, I think, he indirectly implies, namely, that even ontological structures may also have a strange universality of their own.  In saying this, of course, I do not mean in advance to limit too drastically the ways in which more formal, syntactically coordinated languages can be drawn upon to further interpret these more unruly expressions, except to say that when we draw upon them we always stretch and twist them, so to speak, to some extent, if only momentarily.      I use the metaphors of stretching and twisting several times in this paper as a way of suggesting the elasticity of concepts.  Elasticity is of course a metaphor closely related to the metaphor of tensiveness, and both are to be contrasted with the classical metaphor of rigidity.  Henry Staten has recently argued that it is this classical metaphor which has dominated Western thought, provoking the critiques of both Wittgenstein and Derrida.  See Henry Staten, Wittgenstein and Derrida (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), pp. 150-160.  The case can be made, though I'll not make it now, that rigidity is every bit as metaphorical a notion as elasticity.  I do not simply reject this metaphor but only insist that it be taken as a metaphor which must be supplemented by others. Besides elasticity/ tensiveness, other metaphors have occasionally cropped up in opposition to rigidity, e.g., flexibility, fluidity and, most recently, fuzziness.  Elasticity, however, seems to be the most adequate metaphor to use in connection with phronesis.  Elasticity implies both that our concepts can be stretched and twisted to fit the situation and that there are nevertheless limits to that process.  So both the constancy suggested by rigidity and the variability suggested by anti-rigid metaphors are given roughly equal consideration when elasticity becomes the focal metaphor.  The following are notable examples of anti-rigid metaphors in Western philosophy.  Aristotle in his discussion of equity contrasted its flexibility to the rigidity of law.  Equity was likened to "the leaden rule used in making the Lesbian moulding; the rule adapts itself to the shape of the stone and is not rigid, and so too the decree is adapted to the facts" (EN V.10).  Hegel mentioned fluidity, contending that, while the ancients were right to form fixed, universal concepts, our task now lies "in freeing determinate thoughts from their fixity so as to give actuality to the universal, and impart to it a spiritual life," bringing "fixed thoughts into a fluid state."  G. W. F. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, trans. A. V. Miller (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), pp. 19-20.  Since neoclassical theists have been known to claim strict univocity for their metaphysical principles, it may come as a surprise to find Whitehead saying of his own principles that "words and phrases must be stretched towards a generality foreign to their ordinary usage; and however such elements of language be stabilized as technicalities, they remain metaphors mutely appealing for an imaginative leap."  Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality, corrected edition (New York: The Free Press, 1978), p. 4.  Fuzziness has most recently been proposed as an anti-rigid metaphor.  Susan Haack provides a brief and helpful discussion of "fuzzy set theory" and "fuzzy logic" in Susan Haack, Philosophy of Logics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), pp. 165-169.  Whatever the merits of the metaphor itself, its use in these theories seems to have introduced through the back door the very thing that "fuzzification" was supposed to avoid, namely, an "artificial imposition of precision" (ibid., p. 168).   Contrasting attitudes towards tensive language, I should mention, often seem to lie behind the conflicting renderings of a practical turn.      "When one has a large and blurry concept on one's hands, one can either discard it in favor of a series of smaller, handier, more useful concepts, or one can say that this very largeness and blurriness is a symptom of something deep and hard to articulate, something ineffable, something to which language is inadequate" (Rorty, "Mind As Ineffable," p. 85).  As the context makes clear, metaphors and symbols obviously qualify for Rorty as large, blurry concepts.  Rorty represents one strand of the Wittgensteinian tradition: every puzzling usage is a clue that language has gone on holiday.  Those who defend such usage are portrayed in extreme terms which are bound to make them look silly.  (Note the difference between speaking of something to which language is inadequate and speaking of something to which strictly formalized languages are inadequate.)  It is unfortunate that John Wisdom's more appreciative discussions of tensive language rarely crop up in the more recent discussions, since he is close enough to the Wittgensteinian approach to broaden it more or less on its own terms.  David Burrell is another fan of Wittgenstein who gives tensive language a positive treatment.  For a critical assessment of the deconstructionist handling of metaphor see Christopher Butler, Interpretation, Deconstruction and Ideology, pp. 21-25.  One possible way of accounting for Wittgenstein's low view of metaphor is to note that, even though he resisted the rigidity-metaphor's strangle-hold, he did not always see the legitimacy of anti-rigid metaphors.  Nicholas Gier cites a revealing instance of Wittgenstein's assumptions: "Once he is asked, 'Are you in favor of contradiction'? and Wittgenstein answers, 'Not at all; any more than of soft rulers' . . . The real reason we try not to contradict ourselves is the same reason we do not use soft rulers; it would not be useful."  Nicholas Gier, Wittgenstein and Phenomenology, p. 192.  Cf. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Remarks on the Foundation of Mathematics, trans. E. Anscombe (New York: Macmillan, 1956), p. 171.  As Aristotle (or any tailor) would have pointed out, we do have uses for soft rulers.   One tends to assume either that a tensive expression is always something it is worthwhile to try to understand in its own right or else that it is always a symptom of "linguistic confusion" in need of some type of deconstructive therapy.  But either assumption, thus exclusively universalized, is likely to hold us captive.
	If recourse to tensive language is unobjectionable, and sometimes preferable, in presenting our most comprehensive considerations about reasoning, then, to turn to yet another point raised by my earlier questions, we should not be surprised sometimes to find the demands of concrete reasonableness to be themselves in tension with those considerations.  What would thus appear to be a departure from the demands of reason, excusable at best, when reason is understood almost wholly in formal terms, can sometimes, though not always, with this interpretation, be viewed as a fruitful tension which fulfills the purposes of its more abstract principles.  This is why, for example, Aristotle could regard equity as the fulfillment of justice.      Aristotle, EN V.10.  Cf. Hans-Georg Gadamer's discussion of this point in Truth and Method, p. 284.  See also Stephen E. Toulmin's "Equity and Principles," Osgoode Hall Law Journal 20 (1982):1-17.  Note Aristotle's tensive formulation of the relation between justice and equity: "They appear to be neither absolutely the same nor generically different."  Of course when our most comprehensive principles are themselves already expressed tensively they will be less likely to be found in much further tension with the demands of concrete reasonableness.  That, I suspect, is because, where they are still informative and not vacuous, they already require more of an effort at mediation between abstract and concrete than do less tensive expressions in order even to be superficially understood, while less tensive expressions can be at least superficially understood, though perhaps only superficially, without such a strenuous effort. 
  	A final point in response to my earlier questions is this.  While more abstract and more concrete demands of sound reasoning would each, taken by themselves, amount to an insufficient though necessary condition of sound reasoning‑-though neither aspect ever is found by itself‑-when taken into account together we can sayy that the more concrete demands carry more weight then the more abstract.  One way to put this is to say that the abstract guides while the concrete governs.  The more abstract aspects may indeed be regarded as the medium of concrete reasonableness, but they are also its outcome and do not exist apart from their more concrete, practical instantiations.      See Giddens, The Constitution of Society, p. 25.   I have not said so far precisely what I mean by "abstract" and "concrete" but have tried to let the contexts in which I have used the terms suggest how their meaning follows and departs from some of their typical meanings in common parlance.  I do not mean simply to equate "abstract" with "general," "universal," "necessary," formal," systematic" or "invariant," any more than I would simply equate "concrete" with "specific," "particular," "contingent," "material" (or "substantive"), "chaotic" or "varying."  Each of these contrasts does often correspond to what we mean when we contrast "abstract" with "concrete," but not always.  For Hegel the particular apart from the universal was also abstract (and I am inclined to agree with him).  For now, while speaking of concrete reasonableness, I'll stipulate that the concrete is reasoning's relatively singular, situated praxis.  The situated praxis of sound reasoning is relatively singular and as such is neither isolable from nor reducible to those continuities from which and by means of which its relative singularity is distinguished and appropriated.  Reasoning becomes abstract when we focus on continuities at the expense of their relatively singular variation or when we focus on singularity at the expense of those continuities or, finally, when our focus on either or both of these aspects overlooks the situated praxis which critically mediates and governs them.
	What this means, in part, is that any less-than-comprehensive principles of sound reasoning can be suspended in light of the demands of concrete reasonableness, and that even our most comprehensive "principles," while they can't be suspended and still remain comprehensive,      I do in other words see some point in Franklin I. Gamwell's argument that our recognizing exceptions to a principle can occur only in light of considerations comprehensive enough to make sense of both the principle and its exceptions.  But on whether those considerations are always best identified as higher-order principles which cannot in any sense "be other than they are" I of course have reservations, so long as we claim to be able to make good sense of variations as variations.  Even in terms of the neoclassical metaphysics Gamwell defends such an unqualified claim makes the distinction between existence and actuality difficult to conceive.  Metaphysical principles, when actualized, are not simply exemplified but are exemplified in a concrete way which is at least in some respects unrepeatable.  In that sense it would seem that they not only can but must be "other than they are," concretely speaking.  A more rhetorical reservation is that it often seems easier to agree on the legitimacy of an exception than on a warrant by which the exception is to be legitimated.  Nevertheless, while these reservations are not trivial, I do not think they cancel out the relevance of Gamwell's line of argument.  They simply indicate that the argument has to be conducted equitably.  See Franklin I. Gamwell, Beyond Preference (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), pp. 67-91, 123-130.   can be stretched or twisted to the limits of their elasticity, the way they are stretched being no less important to take into account than they are themselves. 
	Transcendental reflection once more.  I've been arguing all along that transcendental reflection may and must be understood rhetorically and have already given two appropriately loose definitions of it: 1) as an engaging way of reminding our interlocutors and ourselves of what we now must continually make of one another and of the contingent starting points we all share in order still to consider ourselves interlocutors; 2) as an attempt to lay hold of what we are doing in speaking and acting as we do.  In light of my defense of tensive mediation I should now offer yet another definition, not as a replacement for the first two but (as with the tactic used to introduce phronesis) as one further approximation: Transcendental reflection can be understood as an historically implicated comparison of claims explicitly made (including its own prior claims) with whatever more or less contestable sense can be assigned to the performative situation accompanying those claims, attempting to determine whether and how they can be understood to be anywhere from performatively self-warranting to performatively self-refuting.  While most advocates of transcendental arguments in the Kantian tradition will doubtless find all of these working definitions too weak, they are all nevertheless fairly close to the claims some philosophical theologians make on behalf of transcendental method.  A commentator on Karl Rahner, for example, points out that Rahner refuses to limit the notion to developments in "modern" philosophy but instead assumes a wider notion of transcendental method at work in philosophical and religious traditions long before Kant's time.      James J. Bacik, Apologetics and the Eclipse of Mystery: Mystagogy According to Karl Rahner (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1980), p. 57.  Rahner would not consider his approach rhetorical, but defenders of narrowly defined conceptual schemes are not likely to take these more theological versions any more seriously than the approach I am advocating.  Rüdiger Bubner's "transcendental hermeneutics" would doubtless get a similar reception.      See Bubner, "Is Transcendental Hermeneutics Possible?"   I shall not try to settle who are the true custodians of this tradition.  It is enough for now to indicate that the tradition already exhibits more diversity than is often assumed.
	According to this most recent definition I am offering, there are some claims which, in the very act of being made or understood, are part of a situation which either exemplifies what they claim or else exemplifies the denial of what they claim.  Some of these claims can seem trivial, for example the claim that something exists.  Others can be more interesting, though perhaps more controversial, as in the claim that any identifiable situation is distinct in some but not every way from any other situation.  Any situation in which these claims were made would, I believe, somehow exemplify what they claim, in which case we may understand them to be performatively self-warranting.  And if we claimed the opposite‑-that nothing exists or that some identifiable situation is not distinct in any way from every other, or that it is distinct in no way from another‑-our very act of making these claims would bbe part of a situation in which not these claims but their denials were somehow exemplified, in which case the claims can be understood to be self-refuting.
	In assessing such claims, then, one is asking whether the situations in which they were made or could be made, what I am calling the performative situations, are such that they exemplify that claim or its denial.  This is a question that cannot be answered apart from offering a construal of those situations, of what is being claimed in them, and of who the claimants and their interpreters are.  It is then asked if the claim to be assessed coheres or conflicts with whatever claims have resulted from these further construals.  One might just as easily refer to these construed performative situations as experience and say, as Schubert Ogden more often does, that metaphysical claims are those "for whose truth the criterion is . . . necessary application through experience"‑-either human experience, or any conceivable experience, with human experience providing the context for metaphysics in the least strict but broadest and most inclusive sense.      Schubert M. Ogden, "The Criterion of Metaphysical Truth and the Senses of 'Metaphysics'," Process Studies 5 (1975):47-48.   But the term "experience" has recently gotten bad press in philosophical and theological circles, so I think it advisable to avoid the term for now.
	Such is one way to read the claims theologians such as Ogden make for transcendental method.  What the present definition specifically adds to other construals of transcendental reflection, along with the repeated emphasis on a rhetorical construal, is the qualifier "how," meaning "the manner in which and extent to which."  It means, as I've been arguing, that when our construal of a performative situation does not precisely match what is explicitly said, we still do not know, without further risks of interpretation, whether this variance should be taken as per-formatively self-refuting or performatively self-warranting or perhaps, so to speak, somewhere in between (resulting in a possibly fruitful or possibly not so fruitful tension).  This of course presupposes what I have been claiming, namely, that some tensions (and tensive formulations) can, after all, be fruitful.      Among the thinkers cited earlier (note 3), Ogden, Genova, Körner, and perhaps Apel would probably be suspicious of allowing "tensiveness" a positive role in transcendental method, but Rahner, Burrell, Ricoeur, and Bubner seem rather to rely on it.   Such an assumption is fairly commonplace in theological circles, but if the portrayal of phronesis I have offered is at all credible it should not be a foreign assumption even where theological questions are not explicitly entertained.  For some kind of "tensiveness" seems to be involved in the very notion of making good sense of variations as variations.   
	This adds one more reason for saying that the principles, criteria, symbols, metaphors, or whatever, which transcendental reflection contestably warrants do not allow us to say too much in advance about the points at which apparent variations from them become unwelcome.  Indeed, if they are already formulated tensively it becomes difficult, apart from practical and substantive considerations, to say what would even count as a variation.  Although reflection shows us that we cannot avoid somehow making use of them, it does not show us quite how they are to be used in reasoning's relatively singular, situated praxis.  So they have to take a back seat to situations where we actually do hammer out with vexatious conversation partners what's welcome and what isn't.  This is one way to interpret David Tracy's insistence that practical considerations neither simply negate nor simply illustrate theoretical ones, but "relate to critical theory as theory's sublation."      Tracy, "Foundations of Practical Theology," p. 62.   To put the point in more mundane terms, transcendental or any other form of critical reflection is not a supreme court justice but an editorial assistant to the enacted visions of human life in the world by which one lives in community with others.
	As Tracy's mention of "sublation" hints, there are certain Hegelian overtones to all this.      Gadamer's ease with Hegelian-sounding language is one reason why I have not appealed to him as much as I could have in this discussion.  I still find his discussions of phronesis to be among the most helpful, however, and would be willing to defend those aspects of his work which are likely to sound incredible to many English-speakers.   But whatever is concluded about Hegel's notion of sublation or Aufhebung (or tensive mediation), in terms of phronesis it remains a suspended Aufhebung, as well as a fallible and sometimes distorted one.  That is because the mediation accomplished by phronesis is always bounded on the one hand by unacknowledged conditions‑-both social and natural‑-and on the other hand by unintended, partly irrevocable consequences.      See Giddens, The Constitution of Society, p. 282.  The phrase, "partly irrevocable," is my insertion.   And it can also be distorted by self-deception.  These are both reasons why phronesis must be nurtured in communities where we trust one another enough to take part in a process of mutual enlightenment and critique.  Such a process does not rid us of our limitations or minimize the risks of interpretation, for it remains "enmeshed in relations of domination," sustained at times by the same modes of discourse used to reveal those relations, but it helps us account for them by making us more critically self-reflective.      John B. Thompson, Studies in the Theory of Ideology, pp. 131, 143, 202-203.  Part of the risk of interpretation is that we cannot escape rejecting aspects of some traditions (others' or ours), which always has complex consequences for how we shall treat those who continue to accept those aspects.  We cannot escape actualizing possibilities which are incompatible with possibilities we have rejected.  If we cannot escape doing this, we still can distinguish between rejecting aspects of a tradition and erasing them.  I suggest that we are entitled to reject a tradition or some of its aspects only by providing for its preservation as that which we have rejected.  Such preservation does not (indeed cannot) cancel out our rejection and its ensuing, partly irrevocable consequences, nor does it require that we pay equal attention to rejected pasts (since that, too would be impossible for a finite thinker).  But the possibility for genuine reappraisal must be kept alive, and thus we can only applaud those who do give more attention to than we can afford to give to a past we have mildly or vehemently refused.  And in order to remain so we cannot detach ourselves from some community or other where we remain responsive to others' insights and criticisms.  Thus sound reasoning can never be divorced from some type of morally concerned public life, if only in anticipated form.
	What then should we conclude if, with Richard Bernstein, among others, we believe our present society to be structured in such a way that, "the type of dialogical communities that are required for [the] flourishing [of phronesis] are being distorted, undermined, and systematically blocked from coming into existence"?      Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism,    p. 230.    If we believe this, as I do, then we cannot really claim to be committed to sound reasoning without at the same time being committed to resisting and changing the social, economic and political forces which thwart it.  Such a commitment on the part of philosophers or theologians will often undoubtedly be naive and gullible, but it will not become any less so by abstention.      We should not overlook the fact that coming to believe such an account of society is hardly a simple matter, especially where "experts" offer conflicting interpretations.  Nevertheless, we cannot use such a conflict of interpretations as an excuse for avoiding wrestling with the political and social dimensions of sound reasoning.  For a helpful discussion of the ambiguous role experts play in backing our reasons for a claim, see Robert N. Bellah, et al., Habits of the Heart (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), pp. 297-307, and Donald A. Schön, The Reflective Practitioner (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1983).   
	Before everyone takes to the streets, however, we should remember that the recovery of phronesis does not just mean the politicization of philosophy.  It does mean that, in a broader-than-usual understanding of politics, but it works the other way, too.  "Philosophers," says Frank Lentricchia, "always do something more when, and as, they interpret the world."      Frank Lentricchia, Criticism and Social Change (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983), p. 11.   When they regard their work as wholly apolitical, its impact is not lessened‑-it is simply conservative.  If, however, a philosopher is committed to fostering dialogical communities in the name of reason itself, she of all people should be able to find a way to do it with a distinctively philosophical flair, and in a way that her colleagues will find exceedingly difficult not to respect.  That is hardly a licence to think less rigorously.  And when transcendental method itself is defined less as a theory of all theories and more as an attempt to lay hold of what we are doing in speaking and acting as we do, then even it can hardly be a stranger to political engagement.
Conclusion: Retrospective and Prospective Theses
	So far I have been using a small cluster of interrelated questions to introduce the features I think most crucial for a recovery of phronesis in our time, and in responding to those questions I have at least alluded to each of them.  They can now be restated more explicitly in a number of theses:
	1. Phronesis is the historically bounded, communally nurtured capacity to construe what is reasonable and right in relatively singular contexts, where general, formal and systematic expertise is, when conceived only as such,      "When conceived only as such" is a crucial qualifier to add here.  There is no reason why general, formal and systematic expertise should not be phronetic too.  I would not want to suggest a dualism similar to the mistaken one between understanding and explanation.  One can, however, make a distinction between two interrelated moments in one fundamental process, following, say, Ricoeur on understanding-explanation-understanding, or Toulmin's similar distinction between analytical and topical aspects of sound reasoning.  See Paul Ricoeur, "Explanation and Understanding," The Philosophy of Paul Ricoeur, ed. Charles E. Reagan et al. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1978), pp. 149-166; Stephen E. Toulmin, "The Construal of Reality," Critical Inquiry 9 (1982):93-111.  insufficient, even where necessary.  Alternately put, it is the capacity to make good, practical sense of variations as variations.
	2. In conversation with the recent variety of practical turns, phronesis can arguably be said to mediate, tensively, critically, and unpredictably, between more-to-most abstract and more-to-most concrete demands of sound reasoning. 
		2.1. Phronesis' mediation is tensive in the sense that its successful outcome in a given situation may turn out to be neither entirely consistent nor entirely inconsistent in any specifiable way with the more abstract and pervasive considerations which necessarily guide it.
		2.2. Phronesis' mediation is critical in the sense that the phronetic agent proceeds in the manner of a conscientious rhetorician‑-which means, among other things, that she requires her actions to be supported by reasons which she can continue to regard as genuinely persuasive not only to herself but to any other phronetic agent in a position to assess those reasons.
		2.3. Concrete demands of sound reasoning may here be understood as ever-varying and relatively singular demands occurring within reasoning's situated praxis, whose relative singularity includes considerations which exhibit at least some degree and manner of continuity with other concrete instances of purportedly sound reasoning.
		2.4. While such continuities are singled-out by abstracting from concrete instances of purportedly sound reasoning, the process of abstraction is itself a situated praxis and thus always subject to its own relatively singular practical demands.
	3. While abstract and concrete demands are distinguishable (though inseparable) and necessary aspects of sound reasoning, the concrete demands nevertheless govern, even as they are guided by the re-worked abstract demands they include.
	4. Phronesis' tensive mediation can then be regarded as the most concrete, and the most inclusive, of all such demands, and one can then regard phronesis as the most inclusive label for reasonableness itself, all other "types" of reasoning (so-called) being amplifications of one or another of its constitutive moments.
	5. By thus understanding phronesis we may legitimately hope to give transcendental reflection's "craving for generality" a rhetorically permissible, relevant and sometimes decisive role to play in sound reasoning, without reinforcing foundationalist pretensions and obsessions.      Indeed, this understanding of phronesis has been arrived at and is to be defended by a rhetorically vulnerable transcendental reflection on the conditions of the possibility of our recognizing and critically welcoming the wide variety of professedly rational enterprises which already claim our attention.  
		5.1. Transcendental reflection can then be understood as an historically implicated comparison of claims explicitly made (including its own prior claims) with whatever more or less contestable sense can be assigned to the performative situation accompanying those claims, attempting to determine whether and in what way they can be understood to be anywhere from performatively self-warranting to performatively self-refuting.
	6. Because phronesis' mediation is always bounded by unacknowledged conditions and by unintended and partly irrevocable consequences, and because it can be distorted by self-deception, phronesis must be nurtured in an ongoing rhetorical process of mutual accountability within appropriately inclusive forums of equitable assessment (which nevertheless remain enmeshed in relations of domination). 
		6.1. A forum of equitable assessment is appropriately inclusive insofar as it attempts to be open to the assessment of all to whom its corresponding enterprise's ongoing development makes a difference, to the extent and in the manner appropriate to the difference that development makes to each.
	7. While all versions of phronesis are nurtured and decisively shaped by some historically situated community (or polis), precisely for that reason much remains in common‑-if only tensively so‑-between any one community's cultivation of phronesis and any other's.  
	8. In keeping with phronesis' own demands this commonality not only allows but requires more inclusive public forums‑-however fragile and transitory‑-in which lless inclusive (but still public) forums may inform and challenge not only one another but also the more inclusive ones, which in turn may inform and challenge them.
	9. Since this kind of ongoing and thoroughly rhetorical exchange between more and less inclusive forums is as decisive an indication as any other of an enterprise's critical worth and thus its right to insist on others' critical scrutiny (regardless of whether we label it religious, secular, theoretical, technical or practical), those committed to sound reasoning as such are thereby committed to supporting any social or other conditions which encourage such interaction and resisting and changing those which thwart it.
Together these theses constitute, I suggest, a recovery of phronesis coherent enough to merit further consideration by anyone interested in philosophy's recent practical turns.  The central thesis of the dissertation, however, is not simply about the recovery of phronesis but is also concerned with the consequences of that recovery for understanding theology as a practical enterprise.  My further discussion and defense of the preceding theses thus serves to provide the necessary context for the following thesis, which remains the principle one:
	In conversation with a number of recent practical turns in a variety of reflective enterprises, an understanding of phronesis can be offered and defended which presents new possibilities and demands for a close linkage among the principle concerns of fundamental, confessional, and political theology.
This thesis is concerned not only with the arguments and explorations covered in the dissertation but also with the further practical tasks for which the dissertation only sets the stage.  It is true that the dissertation itself revolves mainly (though not exclusively) around the idea that even fundamental theology can be construed as a thoroughly practical enterprise involving both confessional and political engagement.  Despite the centrality of this idea, however, it remains an initial step in the further defense and exploration of the principle thesis.  The thesis not only presupposes the others I have introduced so far, but also occurs within a context of theological theses which lend it further plausibility even while presupposing it in turn.  While I have said little so far to prepare for their introduction, they ought to be mentioned here, for they, too, have been operative in the background of this discussion from the outset.
	1. Theology, claiming as it does to say something worth hearing about the most pervasive reality of all, can be identified as a maximally inclusive, integrative rational enterprise, which must accordingly oscillate continually between some of the broadest and some of the narrowest trajectories in thoughtful activity, in which attempts to distinguish between intellectual and institutional considerations (always at most a relative distinction in any enterprise) will continue to be as contestable as they are necessary.
	2. Fundamental theology, as a form of epistemics or conscientious rhetoric, is also political in the sense that it must continually strive to actualize institutional conditions which maximize possibilities for respectful and suspicious interaction among members of more and less inclusive forums of equitable assessment (which correspond variously to broadening and narrowing intellectual trajectories).
	3. Theological perspectives on the recovery of phronesis are on their own terms admissible and pertinent to other recent discussions on phronesis, because in different and unsettling ways many of those terms will turn out to be ones on which any other perspectives are to be introduced and defended.
	4. Part of the distinctive contribution a theological perspective may offer on such a subject lies in the fact that often theologians must, with acknowledged audacity, resist minimizing certain tensions which others might prefer to avoid altogether.
	5. To be a phronimos, as to be a faithful Christian, involves deliberate loyalty to and trust in some of our most excessive construals of human life in the world, with honesty concerning all others, in light of which our more restrained construals are contestably assigned their rightful place, which is itself primarily an excessive construal.
More will be said about these theses in the following chapters.  Before returning to any of them, however, I wish in the next chapter to follow a specific portrait of reason-in-general in which phronesis seems to play as pivotal, inclusive, and pervasive a role as I have suggested it should. 


